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RACE #1
BANNON
8 SEATTLE AFFAIR
1 HINDIANNA JONES
9 TONEDADDY
7 AREOCENTRIC
HINDIANNA JONES is getting his first start since the spring
time; he was bothered in his debut which was a key race and
he recovered to finish fourth at seven furlongs; second time
out, he went to turf and finished on the edges; he returns as a
gelding to compete at just six furlongs and has been prepping
for this return since November 5th for Sid Attard.
JUAN STORMY NIGHT got into a hectic speed duel last time
with the fourth place finisher then fatigued in the stretch.
AWESOME MOI waited inside until the top ones cleared and
then tried to make his move but wasn’t good enough last time
and the runner up came back to win Wednesday; he had run a
peak race the time before for maiden $25,000 when a tight third.
STREAK O GREATNESS a debut runner for Sherry Schoeman,
is by Giant Gizmo and from a dam who had speed; he has
used the gate extensively the past while getting ready.
GASCONADE competed on Wednesday evening when
coming off the shelf and did well at six and a half furlongs; he
grabbed the lead in mid stretch but the favourite took over
late and he slipped back to be fourth beaten only two lengths
in a race that will qualify him; he rates attention.
COPPERSMITH was in for $16,000 when going from a sprint
to a route last time and he seemed to enjoy running in front
although he didn’t corner well on either turn and then slipped
back late; he shortens to six furlongs.
AREOCENTRIC was forced to scratch from a race
November 27th for $20,000 and will go here in a protected
spot; he is a three year old homebred for Bruno Schickedanz
and a full brother to, Geocentric, a six time winner who is
entered in race thirteen; he indicates only one local work and
that was a half mile work from the gate in 48.3hg in early
November; Johnson rides for Julie Robillard.
SEATTLE AFFAIR is worth considering; he returned from
considerable time away October 23rd and came up shy in a
seven furlong turf event that featured two next out winners;
he now shortens to just six furlongs and has the benefits of
an interim prep.
TONEDADDY looks to be one of the contenders; he was
moving late on the outside at a route last time to be second;
he faced the heavy favourite who dominated the pace; he
finished just in behind that same one the time before when
third; he fits with this gathering but travels just six furlongs.

RACE #2
BANNON
9 SINE METU - BEST BET
1 DUPES
2 HABEMUS PAPAM
4 MAJOR PRODUCTION
DUPES is an exciting prospect in this event although he is
going into unknown territory because he has never raced
beyond nine furlongs in the past and now he will travel fifteen
furlongs; his previous win at nine furlongs was good because
he responded late; most recently, he was in an inordinately
tough race where he competed far above expectations.
HABEMUS PAPAM has never been beyond nine furlongs
but did close at a route last time and will extend to a
marathon distance for the first time with Wong aboard for
Vito Armata.

ERIE BREEZE competed Wednesday at a route but had no
impact then and will extend in distance here.
MAJOR PRODUCTION was second in this race last season; he
competed in the prep for this November 5th and was third beaten
seventeen lengths by Sine Metu who is in this race.
STRIKE ME AGAIN had a recent race off the shelf but did not
produce a good result and responded negatively to urging at the
top of the stretch; he extends in distance.
SALVATION SHOW closed a gap two starts ago and ran the
same type of race last time; his challenges here are extending in
distance and going up in class.
SLEWSRIDINGSHOTGUN committed to a speed style at only six
furlongs last time and couldn’t continue in contention; she goes for
the hot stable of, Tony M. Gattellaro, who on Wednesday won the
Lassie Stakes with Ellan Vannin.
SEA OF SILENCE is a galloping type but has never been tested
at such a distance and must go up in value; he closed mildly in his
latest in an ok offering.
SINE METU is a logical one to consider here; he was third in this
event last year when Major Production was second and he is also
in today’s race; current form gives him the advantage; he was a
big winner in the prep for this November 5th when an extra fast
pace was set and the late fractions faltered and that played to his
staying strength; he won easily then.

RACE #3
BANNON
3 RANSOM THE MOON
6 U S MARSHAL
2 ULTIMATE DESTINY
5 BADJEROS BOY
THATLOOKONYERFACE was in a starter event last time
going a bit shorter than this and once he secured running room
early in the stretch, he moved forward to be a fringe player
behind Badjeros Boy who had a similar type of trip but with a
better ending.
ULTIMATE DESTINY raced well at a route two starts ago to be
second behind a key winner; most recently, he shortened to a
sprint which featured high velocity fractions and he couldn’t keep
up but he was trying through the stretch and that should be an
excellent primer for him to stretch back out.
RANSOM THE MOON brings some unique freshness to this
race; this will be his first start since October 22nd when he closed
well in the stretch to steal second behind Decision Day who
will compete in the feature later on today; he is winless for the
season in light campaigning but his most recent race is perhaps
the best indicator that he is coming up to a big performance today.
BORN IN A BREEZE was going first time off the claim
November 26th and although he was somewhat anxious in the
gate, he showed interest in the stretch in the Sir Barton and now
moves into an allowance contest; he rates a look.
BADJEROS BOY had a smart victory November 18th in a starter
event at a distance just shorter than this; he came to the top of
the stretch without room but Hernandez waited patiently until an
opening appeared and then he moved with great willingness and
energy for this second win in his last three starts.
U S MARSHAL was on turf last time where he had a smart
speed performance over a difficult terrain which was more helpful
to speed types on that occasion; he was second best to another
speed runner; he had a solid closing work November 27th in 50
with Wilson aboard for Ian Black.
DUCHESS OF DUKE had a win of some significance November 12th
at seven furlongs; she was the last one to move from twelfth with
a furlong remaining and she won it at 14-1 against a sharp import
speed runner up who reports a subsequent win; she now
stretches out against the boys.
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MISS BONDAGE made a move to the rail at the top of the stretch
in contention last time but for just $20,000 then she faltered.
LILLZ SO PRECIOUS an auction purchase, is by the popular,
Silent Name and from an unraced dam; she worked a half mile
November 13th with some early speed in 48.2 getting ready for
Ricky Singh.
DIAMOND VISION showed a touch of interest in the stretch last
IT’S MY PLEASURE is trying to advance her form and will be time but for only $20,000 and that was her sixth lifetime start.
adding lasix for this second start off the shelf and cutting back HAILEY’S PRIZE has been second in all five races; she was in
against a worthy winner last time in a match race through the
in distance; she showed some willingness in her latest and
stretch where she could not get by; perhaps with the cutback to
has had an interim work in 1.01.1 for Mark Casse.
six furlongs, she will be more thorough here.
DEEP BLUE SEA cut back from seven to five furlongs
th
recently and couldn’t handle the high velocity of the pace; she GET SAUCY debuted November 18 where not much was
expected
and
she
finished
fifth
in
the
same race where Kissing
gets back to six furlongs here.
was
second;
with
extra
distance,
she
can go forward; Contreras
COCA INN was at just five furlongs last time where she made
takes
over.
a move up to challenge in the middle stages but she was
MILWAUKEE THUNDER a debut runner for Ross Armata Jr., was
repelled; she is in a tougher spot here at six furlongs.
CAPTURE YOUR HEART got back into winning form second an auction purchase and is from the same dam who produced the
stakes winners, San Nicola Whiskey and San Nicola Thunder; he
time off the shelf November 25th when in for $37,500 against
worked a half mile November 19th in company in 49 getting ready.
non winners of three; she turned back several challenges
KISSING is obviously the one to fear second time out; promise
underlining her sharpness and she may well appreciate
was noted in her debut November 18th; in that quickly run race
cutting back to six furlongs with this jump in value.
which was taken by a preferred front running winner, she got into
SHE’S A RINGER was moving late along the inside in a five
the clear and then went after that rival but was simply second
furlong race last time to be third and now gets an extra
best; she is adding a furlong for this second start and is seen as
furlong.
a clear factor.
BELLA’S BALLERINA took an outside tour last time and
RASPBERRY WILD was in for $40,000 in a tough race last time
closed to be just on the edges against much easier than she
where she had good attending speed but she backed away in
faces here.
fourth; Husbands will take over.
BEARSATLANTICMIST has run her best races this year
SOLITAIRE’S VISION cut back to five furlongs last time and
beyond the six furlong distance; she has been a major
stalled along the inside from the second flight; she extends to six
contender in her last two events at seven furlongs and then
furlongs here.
six and a half furlongs last time when second best against a
resurgent winner; she has a chance for a late rush on her
RACE #6
best effort.
BANNON
MISS FORESTER was in a turf race in this category at six
2 DEFONDO
and a half furlongs last time where she fought on the pace
with the winner then retreated to third; she did run well in this 4 BEAR’S PROFIT
1 BET ON JACK
category at this distance back in August.
MARCHERDOWNTHEALLY had a terrific turnaround earlier 3 FEW WHITE HAIRS
in the year for Blair Miller; she then won two races in a row
BET ON JACK was in much too difficult a spot last time for
before her rousing third place finish at seven furlongs in this
$19,000 and finished seventh beaten six lengths in the same
category last time; the winner, Duchess Of Duke who came
race where Bear’s Profit was fifth beaten two lengths and that
from last, was in the previous race today and the runner up
one has also been entered; the drop down in helpful.
reports a subsequent win; she now shortens to six furlongs
DEFONDO attracted a claim when sharply devalued to the
and has handled that distance well enough.
$16,000 mark October 30th and he didn’t keep up in that Tapeta
BELLA HUMOR was in for $7,500 last time and attempted
route; most recently for new interests, he was out of the money
a speed approach inside but faltered late.
on turf when put back up in value; he now comes underneath

RACE #4

BANNON
9 MARCHERDOWNTHEALLY
7 BEARSATLANTICMIST
4 CAPTURE YOUR HEART
1 IT’S MY PLEASURE

RACE #5
BANNON
7 HAILEY’S PRIZE
10 KISSING
8 GET SAUCY
1 SILVER RING
SILVER RING developed in her latest; blinkers were added
and she had more early speed but when challenged by the
top two, she didn’t have enough resistance; Hernandez stays
aboard for Sid Attard.
MISS MARCH was three wide on the backstretch but
couldn’t improve her position for just $20,000 last time;
blinkers are added.
CATCH ME BABY put in a thorough chase against the
favoured front runner last time and finished about a length
behind when in for just $20,000 at only five furlongs.

his claimed evaluation and he shortens to six furlongs on Tapeta
for Norm McKnight.
FEW WHITE HAIRS had a troubled trip in his previous event
but had clear sailing last time with a premature move to the
lead only to be caught late by a likeable late rival; he settled for
second for $8,000; he is up in value looking to build on that
isolated peak effort.
BEAR’S PROFIT was handed top prize through no merit of his
own October 30th for $10,000; he was put into too tough a spot
last time and had a excusable trip when fifth beaten two lengths;
he gets in against reachable runners here with a chance to finish
first for the initial time this year.
ESTRADA’S GIRL finished fourth just two starts ago against
the difficult Veaisha; following an out of the money finish on turf,
she now drops sharply for $12,500 to meet the boys in this late
season six furlong sprint; she began her local campaign with a
third place finish on Tapeta against the tough Peggy O back in
the spring; she rates a look.
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CALL HER KARMA had a massive win August 9th at
Fort Erie on the dirt but lost the purse and now comes off
the shelf; she has been here prepping throughout November
getting ready for this December return against the boys.
CLOUDWATCHER had a good race two starts ago but was
unable to keep up last time and now comes in against the
boys at a higher level.
SHOGUN RUA has had some tough luck in his last couple of
events and was not able to produce against the tough runner
up, Few White Hairs, last time.
SPEYSIDE had the rail post last time and did not get going in
time; the winner has already come back with a significant win.
DR. HARKNESS was in such a tough race last time and
opted to go from five furlongs to a route on the lead which
had him against a definitive bias; he understandably
weakened at long odds; he now gets into a more likeable
spot sprinting at six furlongs for just $12,500.
MISS VICTORIA a six year old mare with plenty of lifetime
wins, has just a single score this year and was third last time
against her own gender for only $9,500; the winner repeated
on Wednesday; she faces he boys today.

DANCEFORACOZ rushed up along the inside last time to
challenge but lost positions late against Hardcastle.
OLD SAINT PIETRO was behind early last time and had too
much to do but closed when the field bunched up.
BLUTARSKY is one to consider; he won for $9,500 two starts
ago; most recently, he was in against a winner that took such
a big drop to take an edge; he finished only sixth when
Rock River was second; the winner has since been second in
an allowance event.
REIMAGINED was in against a key winner who dropped down
last time and he did ok finishing fourth when Rock River was in
second; he rates a look.
KAYEZ was moving late on the outside last time to be third
narrowly beaten and was handed second through no merit of
his own when Hardcastle was demoted.
EXECUTIVEGUTS was bumped in mid stretch last time by the
winner Hardcastle who was disqualified for that infraction; he
finished close up in that effort.
LION OF JUDAH started a rally last time but wasn’t a factor
against a key winner; he has tried to build momentum with a
recent work.

RACE #7

RACE #8

BANNON
3 ROCK RIVER
6 HARDCASTLE
7 MILWAUKEE MAGIC
10 BLUTARSKY

BANNON
7 DIVINE DANCE
8 TH ORIGINAL SCOTTY
9 MIND MAGIC
2 COSMIC CHARLIE

WARLORD showed some life late in the stretch last time but
wasn’t a factor for $9,500 against non winners of two; he has
been freshened a month.
ABSOLUTE went a route last time where he made an
ambitious move in the middle of the race but then couldn’t
sustain that premature advance; he shortens to a sprint.
ROCK RIVER is a contender here; he won for maiden $8,000
two starts ago; in his latest, he got in against a winner that
was dropping down and taking an enormous edge; he
finished second to that one with an outside rally; the winner
stepped back up Wednesday to an allowance race and
finished a strong second.
FOXY PHIL was last in the early going but was finally only
five lengths back against fast Ontario sire company last
time; that last race points to some progress; he must run
farther here.
BEAVER TRAPPER was going from a sprint to a route last
time where he was pinched out between rivals on the first
turn and lost the rider; he shortens to a sprint.
HARDCASTLE finished eleventh at long odds in his previous
event for $19,000 but when he dropped for $10,000 last
time, the money showed for him; he was seemingly without
a chance on the backstretch but rallied into the lane only
to bump a rival a furlong from home; then rallied best but
he was disqualified; he is back in the same category at six
furlongs.
MILWAUKEE MAGIC has been in some tough races lately
even though he dropped for that pair; he was fourth beaten
three lengths in his previous event in a race that will give
him some standing here; last time, he was completely
overwhelmed by a winner who ran radically fast when
dropped down to take a big edge; he gets real relief here in
hopes of a breakthrough performance.

ANOTHER BID competed against some of these last time
and made a good bid to the final furlong then hung against
Mind Magic who is here.
COSMIC CHARLIE made a premature move five furlongs from
home in a route last time which did not serve him well; it put him
in front in the run down the backstretch then Grand Mixture
made a menacing run at him which softened him; he was beaten
late by Mind Magic who is here; he attracted a claim and now
goes for Krista Cole and Singh takes over.
MILLIONINTHEMAKING was used up against a fast pace close
to the front two outings ago and missed by a length behind a
rallier; most recently, he took a more patient approach, yet,
the fractions were much slower; he moved belatedly to be third
beaten less than a length to Mind Magic and Cosmic Charlie
and both are here.
RED FEVER came back with a better performance November 9th
in a seven furlong race where he was able to steal third money
in that high velocity affair; he will experiment with a route here.
GRAND MIXTURE likes to run on the lead and when
Cosmic Charlie took it away from him into the backstretch last
time, he went up and challenged that one thoroughly and then
was done for the stretch drive; he had won his previous event
when beating non winners of three.
GOLDEN RIDGE went from a route to a sprint last time where
he closed belatedly in a quickly run race and now he gets to
extend to a route; he is a two time winner this year and did win
going long here in the spring.
DIVINE DANCE is an interesting entrant; he came off the shelf
September 2nd and had a big performance with a significant
stretch run to be second behind a winner who ran in key time;
most recently, he jumped to an Ontario sire allowance event
where he got shuffled back but when room was available in
early stretch, he salvaged the victory against the runner up who
has come back to score; he now drops for just $10,000.
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TH ORIGINAL SCOTTY knows how to win races from off the
pace; he won three in a row earlier this season; he got into
an event that was too difficult for him October 26th; most
recently, he dropped down and had every chance but the late
pace was very good with a fourth quarter in 23.3 and he had
to settle for third in a solid offering; he is a prime contender.
MIND MAGIC has developed a winning formula of only
moving late in the stretch and that has worked for three
consecutive victories with Wong aboard for Tino Attard; he
beat Cosmic Charlie and Millioninthemaking last time with
that approach.

RACE #9
BANNON
4 MELMICH
2 ALDOUS SNOW
7 DECISION DAY
6 ETHICAL FUNDS
MUTASAAWY has been dedicated to turf much of his
career and has been a good earner; he has found a winning
formula in recent slow paced marathons on grass; he
scored two starts ago at Great Meadow in Virginia and then
last time at Pine Mountain when he was in complete control;
in addition, he has carried significant imposts and is in
with a feather here going a mile and three quarters on
Tapeta for PathFinder Racing and trainer Neil Morris;
Guillermo Rodriguez has the mount.
ALDOUS SNOW is a three time winner this season and each
score has come in a test of stamina and that is his strength;
he won at a mile and a half two outings ago
with stretch strength; he ran the same type of race with
late energy at thirteen furlongs on Tapeta last time; he
goes a furlong farther here for Sam-Son Farm and trainer
Malcolm Pierce with Husbands aboard while Da Silva has
his regular ride on Melmich.
ENGLISH ILLUSION took a two race winning streak into
the Ontario Derby where he finished third against the heavy
favourite, Ami’s Gizmo; the runner up came out of that race
to win away from home; most recently, he has tried marathon
events against Aldous Snow and was close against that one
two starts ago but only sixth last time when Bangkok was
better in third.
MELMICH won this event last year for a career highlight
when widening away; he has won just two of six races this
season but did capture the Dominion Day at a mile and a
quarter; he tried a marathon in New York October 2nd and
was in the runner up spot behind Scuba and followed that
one to California for a race at the Breeders’ Cup in the
Marathon where he was fourth against that key rival; he
missed third by only a scant nose; he finished well in a trial
November 20th in 48.4 and had a subsequent work in 1.00.1
for Kevin Attard; he competes for Stephen Chesney and
Corry Hoffman.
BANGKOK a homebred for Gail Wood and Dr. Ruth Barbour,
stayed on nicely against Aldous Snow last time at thirteen
furlongs to be third just a length behind and has an extra
furlong to travel here.

ETHICAL FUNDS can be a contributing speed opponent along
with Decision Day; he won at the second allowance classification
on turf last time over a difficult terrain where being in front was a
significant help and the late pace was still good at nine furlongs;
he extends to a marathon on Tapeta here and seeks his first win
on this footing; he competes for George Billers.
DECISION DAY has been a good runner at times in his career
and had a peak route effort October 22nd where he enjoyed
galloping on the lead; he wilfully turned back a couple of
challengers to protect his advantage for his second front running
score in his last three approaches; he showed good energy in
his work November 27th in 50b and had a more significant work
for this November 19th in 1.13.1.

RACE #10
BANNON
1 THIRD MAN IN
7 ROBUSTIOUS
4 TIMEFORASTAR
10 IT’S A BREEZE
THIRD MAN IN last competed October 10th for $25,000 where
he came from next to last to get the lead only to be beaten by a
winner who escaped traffic; he was subsequently a late scratch
November 9th; he indicates a recent work on the training track
getting ready to come back; lasix is added.
REGALLY WILD was bothered at the gate November 19th; she
tried to get back into the race but finally finished next to last; the
stable has done well with the drop angle; blinkers are on.
GRAND POOBAH was thought to be ready for a peak race last
time when dropped in for $20,000 but he had a more gradual
approach and was a distant third against a debut winner who won
at long odds.
TIMEFORASTAR was ridden up behind rivals last time and then
darted to the rail and was finally third beaten just a neck in a
good try for $20,000.
TIGNE debuted against Ontario sire rivals and could not keep
pace finishing a distant seventh when Robustious was third.
FRESCOBALDI debuted at long odds October 30th and furnished
early sharpness against key runners and then backed away; the
winner came back to be second in the Coronation Futurity; he
now gets to plunge for $25,000 with lasix added.
ROBUSTIOUS was inconvenienced in his first start and second
time out, improvement was expected; it was there as he finished
third against a heavily favoured winner and a well regarded
runner up; he had the lead at the top of the stretch then
weakened; he drops down and Husbands will take over with the
stretch to six furlongs.
BIT’S LOVER BOY had perfect positioning last time on the outside
for $20,000 and surprisingly slumped in the stretch at low odds.
BRADY O’BRADY a debut runner for Mario Williams, is from a
dam who loved route racing; he will go short here after reports of
just a couple of recent works.
IT’S A BREEZE has tried key company on a repeated basis and
will now drop sharply for $25,000 with Boulanger taking over in
hopes of a wake up and that is possible.
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RACE #11
BANNON
11 ETHANOL
5 SUPER COLEROSA
6 CHIRICAHUA SIGNAL
4 NINTH SYMPHONY
IMPETUOUS ACT finally got his first win of the season
November 13th and it came for the evaluation for which he
was claimed back in September; in that last event against a
pace that was too fast, he rallied precisely for $19,000 when
getting his third lifetime win; he now goes to a first allowance
event with Hernandez; he rates a look.
GROM had a terrific set of races back in the summer time but
he seems to have lost his stretch determination over a series
of subsequent starts; he was in against a key pace structure
last time and faltered.
THREE RING CIRCUS moved four wide from the third flight
then got into contention through the stretch at five furlongs for
$16,000 last time; he goes farther here.
NINTH SYMPHONY returned from time away November 5th
after an out of the money finish on turf and dropped down
and went to Tapeta and scored with Husbands taking over;
his rally had him in front just before Chiricahua Signal was
about to displace him; it was his second score of the season;
he is up in value here.
SUPER COLEROSA is certainly one to fear from a speed
point of view but he is without a win after nine trips this
season while taking seven shares; he had an excusable trip
in a first allowance race on turf last time where he got
shuffled back and lacked room along the inside; he got going
again late to salvage second; two starts ago on Tapeta, he
was a tight third when Touch Of Disney won and that rival
came back to win the Overskate.
CHIRICAHUA SIGNAL was closing in on Ninth Symphony
who was also moving well last time; he missed by a nose at
six furlongs for $40,000 against non winners of three.
HOLY WHIRL WIND ran a good race following a claim
November 6th but with blinkers on at five furlongs last time,
he got in behind rivals and stalled; the blinkers are off and
he goes farther.
SPANISH RIVER had a peak race in this classification three
starts ago but hasn’t been as good in his last pair against
key company.
SALSA BAY attracted a claim last time when he got rattled
at the break by the seventh place finisher and that seemed
to put him off his game; he couldn’t recover from the early
collision when beaten two lengths by Ninth Symphony and
Chiricahua Signal; Olguin who knows him well and was
aboard for a good work November 27th in 1.01 for Abraham
Katryan who claimed him last time; he is a wake
up prospect.
MECHANICAL took such an edge October 30th to win but
was demoted for interference in the stretch; he went back
to a first allowance race last time at five furlongs and was
competitive just on the edges behind Ethanol.
ETHANOL had a new rider and a new and prosperous trip
October 30th to win at six furlongs against Ontario sire
company and the runner up came back to score; most
recently, he went after the front running winner and lost
narrowly in a five furlong speed tussle; he gets out to six
furlongs here.
UNDERCOVER CAT had outside positioning on the turn last
time but when the winner quickened away, he seemed to lose
his momentum and was on the edges; he goes farther.

LILLZ PEARL was perfectly handled by McAleney to win last
time; he sat behind a quicker rival and then took that one
down in gradual fashion through the stretch for a win at five
furlongs; he goes farther here.
LUNAR LIGHT has had excuses in recent races suggesting
he is a wake up possibility here from the outside.
ALLIED INSTIGATOR was behind early in a quickly run six
furlong race last time when Ethanol was the winner; he has
a wide post.
DAYLIGHT BREEZE could be a factor with these; he showed
improvement last time at a longer distance; he cuts back and
comes from the outside; he will need a couple of scratches to
draw in.

RACE #12
BANNON
5 HIDDEN TURN
11 MADAME G
10 WEALTHY SHIPMAN
3 KISS THE PRINCESS
GARAFRAXA is without a win this season; she was chasing the
pace of the front running winner last time but couldn’t threaten;
she goes from a pair of sprints to a route and raced on the edges
three starts ago at this distance.
PRETTY TWO FACED had a series of turf races this season
then returned from a freshening October 30th and had a useful
performance on Tapeta where she finished fourth against a key
winner and both the second and third place finishers have come
back to do well; she has a chance to improve; she rates a look.
KISS THE PRINCESS a frequent winner this season on Tapeta
at Presque Isle, raced willingly here October 15th in a nine furlong
event where the slow pace produced a low performance rating
but her effort was good; she has been freshened by Ron Potts.
PRIMORDIA went in against the boys for a chance to run on
turf November 20th and was in against a key winner who
overwhelmed her; she is a one time winner on the synthetic.
HIDDEN TURN had consecutive runner up finishes and then
an out of the money placing last time when she could not
secure adequate running room in a letdown performance; her
stable mate, Madame G, was better in second; she has often
run well going long on a synthetic surface in the past and can
wake up here.
SILVER SIDNEY ran better than expected last time when she
went after the front runner and chased that one in second;
rapid fractions were established; she now goes from a sprint to
a route; she stretched out for a good performance going long
back in October; she seeks her third win.
EUMENIDES a one time winner, showed improvement on turf
last time with some late energy on the outside.
PECHE MOBILEE is without a win in recent times; she fell out
of contention early last time on turf against a key winner.
MODUS OPERANDI has now collected three consecutive wins
and attracted a claim for $12,500 last weekend when she tried
hard in front and persisted throughout; she goes off the claim
for Vito Armata.
WEALTHY SHIPMAN is a possibility here now that she gets to
run for $40,000; she can handle a route as she showed earlier in
the year and she comes off a good sprint race where she showed
enthusiasm when on the edges.
MADAME G is one to consider; she can handle both the
synthetic surface and the grass; she exits a second place finish on
turf when her stable mate, Hidden Turn, was a troubled fifth;
Boulanger stays aboard for the shift in surfaces.
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RACE #13

RACE #14

BANNON
12 KAY’S GRACE
9 KY CAUSEWAY
2 OUR GABRIELLE
6 IDA BAMBINA

BANNON
8 MIDNIGHT BREW
10 IT’S A LADY’S WORLD
5 ARIEL’S VISION
2 LADY ST CLEMENTS
6 GRACIOUS GEISHA

LETTER FLY had won her previous event going right handed
on turf where she was able to use her speed; most recently,
she returned in a protected spot where the speed of the
leaders was just too much for her and she chased and then
was done by mid stretch; she is hoping this drop in value can
revive her form at this stage.
OUR GABRIELLE is worth a look; she now drops for
$20,000 after being protected in a series of races; two starts
ago, she was close by; in her latest, she finished just on the
edges and the runner up has come back to win and the third
place finisher, Marcherdowntheally, was in race four today.
MAUNA KEA was in for $6,250 last time when she couldn’t
handle the very quick third quarter but stayed on to be third
against a key winner who has since had more success.
JEAN’S A LADY had an awkward departure from the gate
when dropped for $8,000 last time but recovered and
rushed between rivals and missed by inches; she jumps in
value here.
GEOCENTRIC a four time winner this season, attracted a
claim October 22nd when collecting a victory for $11,500;
she was put up in value last time where she tried to steal
a race and she was courageous when caught only late by
Kay’s Grace, who is here; she is up in value once again; her
speed is to be respected.
IDA BAMBINA is without a victory this season; she returned
following time off to finish out of the money on turf last time
in a race that could be a good bridge event to get her down
to this $20,000 mark with hopes of a wake up; she was in a
key race two starts ago and was positively on the edges.
REBEL LIONESS ran well from off the pace two starts ago in
a starter event at a route but last time, the speed dominated
and she was unable to gain.
NO SOUP FOR YOU started her move last time along with
Kay’s Grace but was out rallied, yet, finished fourth beaten
only a length and a half in a good try.
KY CAUSEWAY is getting her first race since the middle of
October when she went into a protected race, yet, still ran
well; she comes off the shelf here and drops back to the level
of her previous win and she rates respect.
IRIS WILL was in for just $9,500 last time when she closed
a good gap at a route and galloped out strongly in third.
SIERRA ANGEL made an inside dash last time but couldn’t
match the late power of Iris Will for $9,500 and landed fifth.
KAY’S GRACE won as expected off the shelf November 27th
with a multi level drop; she came around runners under
perfectly handling from Husbands to catch Geocentric; she
is up in value for Lisa Burry and gets more room.
CHIA LOVE dropped in for $10,000 at this distance last time
and ran strongly in second against a key winner, Extremist,
who has since came back to win; she seeks her initial win on
the synthetic surface.
STRAWBERRY SCARLET is typically an aggressive sort
but was cutting back in distance last time and found herself
a distant last in the early furlongs when Kay’s Grace was
the winner and Geocentric was second; perhaps her faulty
departure from the gate was totally to blame and she
deserves another chance.

THIRTEEN DIAMONDS was used up in a speed duel
November 13th when facing some of these and the winner came
strongly from the outside to win the pace battle and she slipped
back to be fourth beaten only two lengths.
LADY ST CLEMENTS had every chance to win last time but
didn’t have the needed late thrust and was satisfied with another
in the money finish; she cuts back a half furlong and remains a
factor.
BREWS TOONIE TOSS had a blocked trip two starts ago; last
time against many of these, she was unable to maintain her
position on the turn; Simon Husbands takes over.
RING FOR ESSA competed against some of these last time and
followed the path taken by the runner up, Lady St Clements, and
was finally fifth beaten two lengths; she was similarly on the edges
two starts ago at low odds.
ARIEL’S VISION is worth considering again; she steadied at the
break last time and was still last into the far turn but finally finished
a streaking third beaten a half length when Lady St Clements
was second.
GRACIOUS GEISHA was in for $9,500 last time and sat off
the pace and then moved well in second against a winner,
Edgehill Road who has already repeated while Lady St Clements
was third; she rates a look.
LUCKY EMERALD was fanned wide on the turn last time and
was beaten six lengths in the stretch when Gracious Geisha
was second.
MIDNIGHT BREW is worth considering; she dropped down last
time at seven furlongs but got into a hectic pace fight along the
rail where she did not have the best of it, yet, she was second
beaten just a half length; she drops in value and shortens in
distance with Boulanger aboard and she fits.
LUNA D’AVRIL was forced to scratch at the gate November 5th
but came back six days later and as one of the favourites; she
had every chance to win but hung; she goes shorter here with
a drop.
IT’S A LADY’S WORLD raced adequately two starts ago in
this classification when second; most recently, she was in too
tough a spot but showed some interest to be beaten only seven
lengths and now comes back to the level of her previous event;
she rates attention.
BOGGIE was in a key race last time from which the first and
third place finishers have come back to win; she returns after
recent preps.
THAT’S YOU NOT ME trailed on the turn last time and then
closed belatedly.
RAW SPIRIT gets Ryan and she has had some success for
Biamonte; she drops for $10,000 and stretches out a furlong;
her nice win last time featured sharp five furlong form.
JUICYCREST is certainly one to consider given the goodness
of her previous event; last time, she was outside and going ok
but had work to do at the end; she deserves some attention.
BEAUTY PHIL has been unplaced in recent events and was
traveling just five furlongs last time.
DANCIN CASSIE had an exciting win back in July; she wasn’t far
away in her latest but had a challenging journey on the turn; she
competes for Austin Hinds.

